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Karl H. Bartels GmbH - long material storage, storage of sheets, storage of heavy loads - Tel.: +49 4126 9669595-000 - Please visit our Online Shop.
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    For best search results, mind the following suggestions:

    	Always double check your spelling.
	Try similar keywords, for example: tablet instead of laptop.
	Try using more than one keyword.
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						Contact

Karl H. Bartels GmbH

Gewerbegebiet III

Max-Planck-Strasse 6

25358 Horst (Holstein)

Deutschland

E-Mail: info@bartels-germany.de

Telefon: +49 4126 966 96 41-000

Fax: +49 4126 3968-68




Karl H. Bartels GmbH
			Since the foundation of the company in 1938, due to our strong customer orientation we have increasingly continued to specialize more on purpose-built products. Today, we are specialists for purpose-built products in rack construction for lengthy goods, profiles, sheets and heavy loads.



We are specialists for custom-made solutions in tipper and rack constructions for lengthy goods, profiles, sheets and heavy loads.



Our trade mark, “Made by Bartels”, stands for high quality products manufactured in Germany at reasonable prices and guarantees a long service life.

		
Do you have questions?
			


 
























Please fill in all mandatory fields marked with an asterisk. Of course, all your details will be treated confidentially and in accordance with .  Privacy Policy.


I agree to the privacy policy *
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